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The Palgrave Handbook of
Criminology and the Global
South
Covers a huge scope of research methodologies and lines of inquiry to
develop a transnational criminology inclusive of the experiences and
perspectives of the Global South
Elucidates the power relations in the hierarchal production of knowledge that
privileges theories, assumptions and methods based largely on empirical
specificities of the global North to de-colonise and democratise the toolbox of
available criminological theory
Contributes to the growing area of Southern Criminology with a truly
international author base
1st ed. 2018, XXIV, 1068 p. 23 illus.
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The first comprehensive collection of its kind, this handbook addresses the problem of
knowledge production in criminology, redressing the global imbalance with an original focus on
the Global South. Issues of vital criminological research and policy significance abound in the
Global South, with important implications for South/North relations as well as global security
and justice. In a world of high speed communication technologies and fluid national borders,
empire building has shifted from colonising territories to colonising knowledge. The authors of
this volume question whose voices, experiences, and theories are reflected in the discipline, and

Softcover

argue that diversity of discourse is more important now than ever before.

239,00 € | £199.99 | $299.99
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255,73 € (D) | 262,90 € (A) | CHF
282,00

subject from a range of historical, theoretical, and social perspectives, this collection promotes

Approaching the

the Global South not only as a space for the production of knowledge, but crucially, as a
source of innovative research and theory on crime and justice.
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Available from your library or
springer.com/shop
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Order online at springer.com / or for the Americas call (toll free) 1-800-SPRINGER /
or email us at: customerservice@springernature.com. / For outside the Americas call +49 (0) 6221-345-4301 /
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